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Sample-Sort Simulated Annealing
Dale R. Thompson, Senior Member, IEEE, and Griff L. Bilbro, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A simulated annealing (SA) algorithm called Sample-
Sort that is artificially extended across an array of samplers is pro-
posed. The sequence of temperatures for a serial SA algorithm is
replaced with an array of samplers operating at static tempera-
tures and the single stochastic sampler is replaced with a set of
samplers. The set of samplers uses a biased generator to sample
the same distribution of a serial SA algorithm to maintain the same
convergence property. Sample-Sort was compared to SA by ap-
plying both to a set of global optimization problems and found to be
comparable if the number of iterations per sampler was sufficient.
If the evaluation phase dominates the computational requirements,
Sample-Sort could take advantage of parallel processing.

Index Terms—Optimization methods, parallel algorithm, simu-
lated annealing (SA).

I. INTRODUCTION

S IMULATED ANNEALING (SA) was first described by
Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, and Teller as

a modified Monte Carlo integration method [1]. Then, Kirk-
patrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi applied it to combinatorial optimiza-
tion including the traveling salesman problem (TSP) and com-
puter design [2]. SA is a randomized gradient descent algorithm
that permits uphill moves with some probability so that it can es-
cape local minima. It is commonly used to solve combinatorial
problems [2], [3], but has also been used for functional opti-
mization [4].

In this paper, all problems are assumed to be minimization
problems. SA begins with an initial solution generated ran-
domly or with a heuristic that has cost . Then, it performs
the following steps for a number of iterations.

1) Given the current solution , generate a candidate
solution in the neighborhood of , with the condi-
tional probability .

2) Evaluate the cost of the candidate solution .
3) Decide whether to accept with probability

(1)

where is the probability of being in state and of
the form and is a parameter
known as temperature.

The serial SA algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. The acceptance
criteria in the algorithm of Fig. 1 is based on the Metropolis
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Fig. 1. Serial SA algorithm.

sampling procedure for a target distribution [2]. The prob-
ability in (1) is implemented by the if statement that accepts

if it is less than , or accepts a higher cost with proba-
bility , where . The function
random returns a number in the range [0,1) with a uniform
distribution. The parameter begins at a high temperature and
is slowly lowered. At higher values of , the probability of ac-
cepting a higher cost solution is higher than at lower values of .
The control parameter controls how sharply is peaked
at the minima of [4].

The initial temperature, the number of iterations at each
temperature, the method used to decrease the temperature,
and the final temperature is called the annealing schedule
[5], [6]. The quality of the final solution is dependent on the
annealing schedule. If the temperature is lowered slowly, then
the quality of the solution is better. One theoretical optimal
cooling schedule by Hajek is shown in (2), where is the
iteration number and is a problem specific constant [5]. The
constant is the depth of the maximum local minima that is not
the global minimum. This gives SA the ability to climb out of
the largest local minima

(2)

The annealing schedule presented in (2) asymptotically ap-
proaches the global minimum as . In practice, (2) typ-
ically requires too much computational time. Therefore, sev-
eral nonoptimal cooling schedules that work well in practice are
commonly used. For example, the cooling schedule commonly
is of the following form:

(3)
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where is called the cooling coefficient with
[7].

The SA algorithm proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. is serial in
nature and requires a large amount of computational time [2].
Each generate, evaluate, and decide cycle of the serial SA is
performed for several iterations at a constant temperature and
then the temperature is lowered. In this paper, a new algorithm
is presented that is based on an algorithm presented in [4] that
has samplers performing the generate, evaluate, and decide
cycle each at a different temperature. The algorithm, called
Sample-Sort, could be implemented on a computer with multiple
processors to reduce the wall-clock time although it is not
necessary and is not the focus of this paper. Since Sample-Sort
does use multiple samplers it can be considered a parallel SA
technique and shares the same theoretically treatment as parallel
SA algorithms [8], [9]. The main contribution of this paper
is a biased generator that artificially extends serial SA over
an array of samplers. If the evaluation phase dominates the
computational requirements, Sample-Sort could take advantage
of parallel processing to reduce the wall-clock time.

Many parallel SA algorithms have been proposed because of
the large amount of computational time of a serial SA [8]–[15].
Casotto, Romeo, and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli used a parallel SA
for the placement of macrocells [10]. Witte, Chamberlain, and
Franklin used speculative computation to create a parallel SA
[11]. Future moves and evaluations were computed that may later
be rejected by the decide cycle. Nabhan and Zomaya improve
[11] by decreasing the amount of communications overhead
[12]. Another way to make a parallel SA algorithm is to combine
it with an algorithm that is naturally parallel. For example,
Mahfoud and Goldberg developed the parallel recombinative
simulated annealing (PRSA) algorithm that combines a genetic
algorithm (GA) with SA [16]. It uses a Boltzmann trial for
selection like SA. Kurbel, Schneider, and Singh use PRSA to
solve the cell placement problem in VLSI [17]. Li and Jiang
integrate SA, GA, and the chemotaxis algorithm and apply it
to production scheduling, the traveling salesman problem, the
training of artificial neural networks, and a set of common test
functions [18], and Delport integrates SA with an evolutionary
selection algorithm to create a parallel SA algorithm [19].

Lee and Lee provided one of the first classifications of
parallel SAs [9]. Parallel SAs were classified as either acting
on a single Markov chain or multiple Markov chains. Similar
classifications are presented in [13] and [14]. Some of the
classifications are the same, but others are different. These
different classifications are merged and presented here to provide
organization to the different types of parallel SAs. Onbaşoğlu
and Özdamar classify parallel SAs into two general categories:
applicationdependent andproblemindependent [13].Theyfocus
on problem independent algorithms and develop five parallel
SAs and compare them on an extensive set of functions. Under
the classification presented in this paper, the algorithms are
classified as being one of type 1, three of type 5, and one of type
2. They also present an improved type 2. As in [13], the focus
of this paper is on algorithms that are problem independent.

Parallel SAs that are problem independent are classified into
the following categories:

1) data parallel;
2) parallel moves;
3) speculative computation;
4) asynchronous parallel SA;
5) simultaneous periodically interacting;
6) Sample-Sort.
A data parallel algorithm simultaneously performs moves on

chunks of data. It is used for problems that can be naturally
divided and evaluated in pieces. The parallel moves algorithm
follows a single Markov chain. In the classic form, a configu-
ration is sent to multiple processors. Each processor performs a
move and evaluate on the configuration and the best is chosen.
In the speculative computation algorithm, several candidate fu-
ture moves and evaluations are performed on a single Markov
chain [11], [12]. Many of these calculations are rejected later
depending upon the decide cycle. An asynchronous parallel SA
consists of several simultaneous independent searches of dif-
ferent Markov chains. Then, the best solution is chosen from
among the independent Markov chains. A simultaneous periodi-
cally interacting algorithm also consists of several simultaneous
searches. But, occasionally the different Markov chains interact
and exchange solutions. Finally, there is the Sample-Sort algo-
rithm presented in this paper which is a special type of simul-
taneous periodically interacting algorithm. It will be discussed
below.

A concern of parallel SAs is that they have the same conver-
gence properties of a serial SA. The set of moves and compu-
tations done in parallel must be serializable to guarantee con-
vergence [15]. The computation of the parallel moves should be
equal to serial execution. A parallel algorithm that is not seri-
alizable may adversely affect the convergence [8]. In the data
parallel algorithm, the problem can be naturally divided. Un-
fortunately, many problems cannot be naturally divided. Pao,
Lam, and Fong use the concurrency control theory of databases
to enforce the serializable property in their parallel SA [15].
In the parallel moves algorithm, a single Markov chain is fol-
lowed and multiple moves are performed by different proces-
sors and the best is chosen. The synchronization can cause in-
efficiencies in the algorithm [9]. Lee and Lee [9] relax the con-
straint of following one Markov chain and obtained good re-
sults as do many others. Bevilacqua overcomes the synchro-
nization inefficiency by dynamically switching between the se-
rial SA and parallel SA depending upon the ratio between ac-
cepted and rejected moves [14]. At higher temperatures of SA,
there are many accepted moves so synchronization overhead
dominates. Therefore, it may be more efficient to use a serial
SA. At lower temperatures, there are many rejections so par-
allel SA is more efficient. The speculative computation algo-
rithm strictly enforces serialization by forcing it to follow a
single Markov chain [11], [12]. An asynchronous parallel SA
completely avoids the problem by using independent Markov
chains. An unmodified simultaneous periodically interacting al-
gorithm usually is not serializable, and, therefore, convergence
may be adversely affected. In fact, if the simultaneous period-
ically interacting algorithm is performed with the processors
having a common cooling schedule, then Azencott proved that
it is asymptotically less efficient than performing independent
searches as in the asynchronous parallel SA [8]. In other words,
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it is better to perform independent noninteracting searches and
choose the best answer from among the independent Markov
chains. This can also be seen in the results of [9].

In this paper, we will focus on a modified simultaneous peri-
odically interacting algorithm that we call Sample-Sort. There
are multiple simultaneous periodically interacting searches
being performed by different samplers. The algorithm that
most resembles the new Sample-Sort algorithm is presented by
Azencott [8]. In Azencott’s algorithm, there are a fixed set of
samplers each operating at different temperatures. Each sampler
performs the generate, evaluate, and decide cycle at a different
temperature. A solution that costs less is propagated from the
higher temperature sampler to the neighboring sampler that is
operating at a lower temperature. Therefore, the best solution at
a given time is propagated to all samplers operating at a lower
temperature. The performance of this algorithm is of the same
order as a sequential SA at the lowest temperature and the
rate of convergence is quicker, but not computable according
to them.

The Sample-Sort algorithm also has a fixed set of samplers
each operating at different temperatures. It propagates a less-
cost solution to other samplers, but does it probabilistically by
permitting the samplers to exchange solutions with neighboring
samplers. The samplers are lined up in a row and exchange solu-
tions with samplers that are one or more hops away. The number
of hops is called the neighborhood. Also, it adjusts the proba-
bility of accepting a higher cost solution dependent on the tem-
perature of the neighboring sampler. Therefore, it overcomes
the problem of maintaining serializable moves in an easier way
than the previously proposed simultaneously periodically inter-
acting parallel SA algorithms. Sample-Sort artificially extends
the Markov chain across an array of samplers.

II. BIASED GENERATORS

Generating a candidate solution can be biased to a particular
region of the solution space by a heuristic method [4]. If the
generate step is biased instead of uniform distribution, then the
acceptance criteria must be modified by dividing by

to preserve convergence [4], [20]–[22], as shown
in (4)

(4)

III. SAMPLE-SORT

The Sample-Sort algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of
an array of samplers, each operating at a different tempera-
ture for . Assume to be monotonically
increasing. Also, Sample-Sort interacts with neighboring sam-
plers hops away. At each iteration of the algorithm, each sam-
pler tests and possibly updates its current state twice: first with
the state of the neighboring samplers as determined by the pa-
rameter , then with a candidate solution generated uniformly
in a neighborhood around its current state. Note that the sort
starts at the sampler with the highest temperature and proceeds
toward the sampler with the lowest temperature. This slightly
decreased the time to converge compared to sorting from the

Fig. 2. Sample-Sort SA algorithm.

lowest temperature to the highest temperature. When the state
of a neighboring sampler is used as a candidate for sam-

pler , the acceptance probability must account for the bias due
to the generator, assuming the th sampler has reached equilib-
rium. In (4), let and . Let

and . Equation (4) prescribes
that the present state of sampler be accepted with probability

(5)

For the second kind of update, the generator obeys
so that the acceptance probability of (4) reduces to the

usual Metropolis criterion

(6)

where is a candidate generated uniformly in a region of spec-
ified size around the current state . In Fig. 2, the parameter
specifies the size of the region.

IV. PROOF

The Sample-Sort algorithm is proved using a Markov chain
for a neighborhood equal to one in this section and can be ex-
tended to any neighborhood size. One of the original serial SA
algorithm proofs requires that the transition from a state must
be reversible to prove convergence [5]. This is one of the con-
ditions that Sample-Sort enforces by modifying the acceptance
criteria. To maintain convergence in Sample-Sort the probability
of being in any of the samplers must be equal. In other words,
the probability of being in any of the samplers must be for

samplers.

A. Neighborhood of One

The Markov chain of Sample-Sort with samplers and
a neighborhood is shown in Fig. 3. The array of

samplers each operate at a different temperature for
. Assume to be monotonically increasing.

Let be the initial state and be the destination state of a
valid transition. For a neighborhood , a valid transi-
tion is only with a neighboring sampler one hop away. Let

where is the present value of the
sampler and is the fixed temperature of the sampler. The
probability of being in state and is and
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Fig. 3. Neighborhood equal to one.

, respectively. The probability of going to
state given you are in state is . The
probability of going to state given you are in state is

.
Using the previously defined values and (4), the probability

of transition from sampler to is

(7)

Similarly, the probability of transition from to is

(8)

Let and be the probability of being in samplers
and , respectively. At steady state, times (7) is equal to

times (8)

(9)

Therefore, the probability of being in sampler is equal to
the probability of being in

(10)

Also, the sum of the probabilities of being in each of the sam-
plers must be equal to 1

(11)

Therefore, the probability of being in any state is equal to

(12)

V. STANDARD GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

The proposed Sample-Sort algorithm was compared with the
serial SA algorithm and shown to be approximately equivalent
if a sufficient number of iterations per sampler was performed
during the sampling phase of the algorithm. The algorithms
were applied to a set of global optimization problems of varying
degree of difficulty as suggested by Torn, Ali, and Viitanen [23].
Torn et al. ranked global optimization problems into different
categories of complexity including unimodal, easy of type one

and two (E1 and E2), moderate difficulty of type one and two
(M1 and M2), and difficult of type one and two (D1 and D2)
[23]. Torn et al. suggested that algorithms should be compared
by applying them to problems taken from each of the categories
[23]. Therefore, Sample-Sort was compared with SA over nine
test problems from categories E1, E2, and M2. Each problem
consists of an objective function and a set of limits of the space
to search for minima.

A. Function Branin (E1)

The function Branin is a two-dimensional (2-D) problem due
to Branin with three global minima in the search space

, , at ,
, and , all

with value [24].
It is implemented by first defining the following variables:

(13)

Then, Branin is defined as (14)

(14)

B. Function GoldPrice (E1)

The function GoldPrice is a 2-D problem due to Goldstein
and Price [24]. In the search space , it has four
local minima and one global minimum at
with a minimal value of

(15)

C. Function Shekel5 (E1)

The function Shekel5 is a four-dimensional (4-D) problem
in the Shekel family and is the sum of five terms [24]. In the
search space , it has a global minimum
at , with value

. It is implemented by first defining as (16)

(16)
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Then, Shekel5 is defined as (17)

(17)

D. Function Shekel7 (E1)

The function Shekel7 is a 4-D problem in the Shekel
family and is the sum of seven terms [24]. In the search
space , it has a global minimum at

, with value
. It is implemented by first defining as (16).

Then, Shekel7 is defined as (18)

(18)

E. Function Hartman3 (E1)

The function Hartman3 is the first of two problems in
the Hartman family and is the sum of four Gaussians
in a three-dimensional (3-D) space [24]. In the search
space , it has a global minimum at

with value . It
is implemented by first defining as (19)

(19)

Then, Hartman3 is defined as the sum of the four Gaussian
terms in (20)

(20)

F. Function Hartman6 (E1)

The function Hartman6 is the second of the two
problems in the Hartman family and is the sum of
four Gaussians in a six-dimensional space [24]. In
the search space , it
has a global minimum at

with value
. It is implemented by first defining as (21)

(21)

Then, Hartman6 is defined as the sum of the four Gaussian
terms in (22)

(22)

G. Function Schubert3 (E2)

The function Schubert3 is a 3-D problem that has roughly
local minima [25]. In the search space ,
it has a global minimum at with
value . It is implemented by first defining as (23)

(23)

Then, Schubert3 is defined as (24)

(24)

H. Function Griewank2 (M2)

The function Griewank2 is a 2-D problem that has 500 local
minima [24]. In the search space , it has
a global minimum at with value .
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Griewank2 is defined as (25)

(25)

I. Function Schubert5 (M2)

The function Schubert5 is a five-dimensional problem
that has roughly local minima [25]. In the search space

, it has a global minimum at
with value . It is

implemented by first defining as (23).
Then, Schubert5 is defined as (26)

(26)

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Sample-Sort and SA were compared by applying each to a set
of global optimization problems. Both algorithms require an ini-
tial temperature , a final temperature , a cooling schedule,
and the size of the region around the current state to search for
a candidate solution. The parameters , , and the cooling
schedule were set automatically at run-time by sampling the
given problem.

SA starts at and multiplies the temperature by a factor to
decrease to within a given number of iterations. On the
other hand, Sample-Sort assigns temperatures statically to each
of the individual samplers. In Sample-Sort, the temperature of
the first sampler was set to and the temperature of the
last sampler was set to . The temperature difference be-
tween the samplers is usually more coarse than the temperature
difference between iterations in SA. For example, Sample-Sort
with ten samplers has only ten temperatures.

The quality of the solution for Sample-Sort and SA is depen-
dent upon , , and the cooling schedule. Both Sample-Sort
and SA automatically set these parameters at run-time by gener-
ating 100 random solutions in the search space and calculating
the cost of each solution. Then, the method from [16] was used
to determine and .

The temperature was set by defining the energy
, where is the average cost of the random solutions

and is the standard deviation. The probability of accepting
a higher cost solution was set to 0.75. Then, (27) was solved for

to find

(27)

The temperature was determined by sorting the random
solutions from lowest to highest cost and setting to the dif-
ference in cost between the lowest-cost solution and the next
higher cost solution. The probability of accepting a higher cost

solution was set to 0.01. Then (27) was solved for to find
.
The geometric cooling schedule was used to set

the static temperatures of the samplers in Sample-Sort and for
decreasing the temperature in SA at each iteration. In Sample-
Sort, the number of samplers was fixed and the temperatures
of samplers and were set to and , respectively.
Then (28) was solved for the cooling coefficient with
and . Using and the calculated , the temperatures of
the samplers for were set to (28)

(28)

where . For SA, (28) was solved for with and
equal to the number of iterations minus one.

A candidate solution in the sampling phase of Sample-Sort
and in SA was determined by first randomly picking one of
the function variables with equal probability. Then, this vari-
able was modified by adding a value equal to , where was
chosen uniformly from 1% of the range of the variable.

Sample-Sort and SA were compared by fixing the number of
iterations per dimension, applying both algorithms 100 times to
each problem, and calculating the probability that the algorithm
reached a solution that was within 5% of the known global op-
timum [23]. This was done over a range of iterations per dimen-
sion as suggested in [23]. The range of iterations per dimension
was 1000, 10 000, and 100 000.

For Sample-Sort, the number of iterations per sampler was
set to the number of iterations per dimension divided by the
number of samplers so that both Sample-Sort and SA performed
the same number of sampling operations and, therefore, the
same number of function evaluations. The computational re-
quirements of the sorting were ignored, but will be discussed
in the conclusions. The number of samplers for Sample-Sort
was set to 10, the neighborhood was set to 1, and the results
are in Table I.

The difference between the probability of Sample-Sort and
SA finding a solution within 5% of the known global optimum
is shown for each function. A value greater than zero means that
Sample-Sort had a higher probability of finding a solution, while
a value less than zero means that SA had a higher probability.
An overall average score was given for each number of iterations
per dimension by summing the scores of the individual functions
and dividing by the number of functions.

As seen in Table I, Sample-Sort has a lower overall score
at 1000 iterations per dimension and a slightly higher score
at 10 000 and 100 000 iterations per dimension. Recall that
Sample-Sort with ten samplers and 1000 iterations per dimen-
sion will perform 100 function evaluations per dimension per
sampler, while at 10 000 iterations per dimension each sampler
performs 1000 function evaluations per dimension per sampler.

Then, the number of samplers for Sample-Sort was set to
100 anticipating more samplers with less temperature difference
between adjacent samplers would improve the quality of the so-
lutions. The results are in Table II. As seen in Table II, the overall
score decreases for Sample-Sort when the number of samplers
is increased at a given number of iterations per dimension. In-
creasing the number of samplers requires decreasing the number
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TABLE I
SAMPLE-SORT VERSUS SA: PROBABILITY WITHIN 5% OF OPTIMUM WITH m = 10 AND

N = 1 FOR 1000, 10 000, AND 100 000 ITERATIONS PER DIMENSION OVER 100 RUNS

TABLE II
SAMPLE-SORT VERSUS SA: PROBABILITY WITHIN 5% OF OPTIMUM WITH m = 100 AND

N = 1 FOR 1000, 10 000, AND 100 000 ITERATIONS PER DIMENSION OVER 100 RUNS

of function evaluations per dimension per sampler to provide a
fair comparison with SA. Notice that the Sample-Sort score in
Table I for ten samplers at 10 000 iterations per dimension is
positive like in Table II for 100 samplers at 100 000 iterations
per dimension. In both cases, Sample-Sort is performing 1000
function evaluations per dimension per sampler. Therefore, as
in SA, it is important that each sampler perform a sufficient
number of function evaluations. This is analogous to performing
a sufficient number of evaluations at each temperature in SA.

Sample-Sort was also tested using neighborhoods of 3 and
5 with , but the results are not presented here. Varying
the neighborhood did not significantly change the results when
compared with .

VII. CONCLUSION

A new algorithm called Sample-Sort has been introduced,
theoretically analyzed, and experimentally validated on a set of
global optimization problems. It has samplers performing the
generate, evaluate, and decide cycle each at a different temper-
ature. The parameters for Sample-Sort include the number of
samplers , the size of the region around the current state to
search for a candidate solution, and the cooling schedule.

Sample-Sort and SA were found to be comparable if the
number of iterations per sampler was sufficient for Sample-Sort.
For example, when the number of iterations per dimension per
sampler was 100 then Sample-Sort did not perform as well
as SA. But, when the number of iterations per dimension per
sampler was 1000 Sample-Sort had a slightly higher score,
which corresponds to a higher probability of finding a solution

within 5% of the global optimum. In the future, adaptive tech-
niques would further improve the performance. A disadvantage
of Sample-Sort is the extra computational requirements of
exchanging solutions with neighboring samplers during the
sort phase.

The main advantage of Sample-Sort is not that it is better than
SA, but that it permits SA to be performed across an array of
samplers. The proposed algorithm can be viewed as an SA al-
gorithm that is artificially extended across an array of samplers.
The sequence of temperatures for serial SA is replaced with an
array of samplers operating at static temperatures and the single
stochastic sampler is replaced with a set of samplers. The set
of samplers use a biased generator to sample the same distri-
bution of a serial SA algorithm to maintain the same conver-
gence property. If the evaluation phase dominates the computa-
tional requirements, Sample-Sort could take advantage of par-
allel processing while maintaining the same convergence prop-
erty of SA.
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